
 

         and the Forfeited Opportunity of Young Adults           Societies Corruption (9 / 16-28 / †2p / †3p) 

      

  
  

1. With any luck, your situation is beneficial regarding a toleration of substantial time to lay 

to rest most of your problematic concerns in life. Take heed, I refrained from writing “all” of your 

concerns. In the meantime, endeavor to address physical issues, stress, and depression by 

improving your health prior to integration, or your reoccurrence into society. This doesn’t 

necessarily involve exercising, although cardio and/or weightlifting would unequivocally be most 

applauded. If equally conjoined with reading and mindfulness prayer: then you’re on the brink of 

maintaining sobriety. 

2. Nonetheless, you cannot occupy too much time in early recovery. Discernibly, I don’t 

promote withholding you from supporting yourself or befitting increased social-life/involvement 

with society. Likewise, if your blessed with time to heal, this involves restructuring your mind. 

Therefore, take advantage of this interval and never undermine the blessing you’ve received. 

 

3.   Deuteronomy 31:6  Be strong and courageous. Do not fear or be in dread of them,  

for it is the Lord your God who goes with you. He will not leave you or forsake you. 

 

4.   For a weapon combating the duration of segments which consist of struggling for the 

energy and motivation to engage in physical exercise, endeavor yourself into mental exercise by 

reading and/or writing. [27:10] Your sobriety will abruptly end if your mind’s allowed to be infused 

with darkness. Therefore, shine light upon yourself with one of the most effective methods we can 

apply; acquiring new knowledge. 

5. As for now, you must apprehend the most imperative fact: God keeps no record of your 

sins. If and when, you’re granted the reception of His forgiveness through your application of 

dedicated penance, your past sins will become unburdened; swept clean away into the mist and  
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 never to return. A majestic ability is being 

blessed upon you – to inaugurate a new 

record of positive and constructive deeds 

with honorable outcomes worthy of God’s 

love. 

6. Unfortunately, society may abstain 

from acting in a similar manner. If you’re 

negatively affected by having criminal 

record, (and if you’re not just keep using  you will soon 

enough), have served time in jail/prison, if 

you’ve been fired from a job, have quit a job,  

previously failed a drug test at court or work, 

or merely established a known history of 

drug-addiction - some of these deterrents 

may take years to overcome. If there’s 

multiple high-profile offenses on your 

criminal record, you may never recover from this. If your license is simply temporarily-suspended, 

this could result in you losing everything you possess or value in life; because you may possibly 

lose your income. 

7. Did you catch that? I didn’t say elements in your own life. Nowadays, people will pass 

judgement upon you, prior to really knowing you. Excessive information referring to our own 

being becomes overly leaked into the world wide web, and readily available to all resolving to 

unearth this information. For this reason, people cogitate knowing you well, by merely staring into 

a computer screen.  

8. Particularly occurring within the Information-Age of the early 21st century, these negative 

attachments affect us deeply. Unfortunately, some of these obstacles may take years to overcome. 

Ten years ago, companies were required to pay large fees for each individual criminal background 

check they requested. For this reason, very few companies would pursue this information. Well, 

no longer does this remain the case. 

Hegelian Dialect 

9. With the clearly false-flag attack during the Boston Marathon, our government passed 

C.IS.P.A. which took away all our Rights to Privacy. Not to mention, nobody on the location was 

truly hurt. Yet, they had set-up fake donations for our citizens to contribute towards. The double-

amputee soldier who returned home from Afghanistan after his legs were blown-off and was lying 

on the ground acting at one of the explosion scenes, (pretending he had legs just a few minutes prior), is 

believed to have received over $630,000 in public donations. (His name’s posted on many websites). 

10. If your life’s a continuity of being high on drugs, as it appears, you’re addicted to the 

Antichrist’s venom which’s slowly killing you. (a result if his wickedness and greed being distributed worldwide). 

This undoubtedly results in all money acquired, being handed over to the Master of Hades himself. 



11. Henceforth, if you deferred paying your rent, vanished on a lease, fail to repay loans or 

irresponsibly use credit cards (because all addicts with credit cards, irresponsibly max out their credit cards to make deals 

for acquiring the needed drugs) these are all things with the ability to transpire your future far more 

laborious, troublesome, burdensome, strenuous or however you’d like to label a life more difficult; 

even if you do eliminate your addiction! (Obtaining credit cards etcetera are far more easier to acquire before 

destroying credit)   

Can’t stress prior sentence of advice enough - far, far more laborious, strenuous, etc. 

 

12. It is paramount that you get sober, prior to an over-flux of damage to your links with 

society. For all of us who commit these errors in our life, bemoan these decisions later in life. This 

is the predominant concern (referring to society now affecting them) when a young adult is living the criminal 

lifestyle and using illegal drugs on a high-level. This new era of which we reside, the Information-

Age, will take-away your soul and rip away your freedoms when you let negative labels become 

attached to your personal being. Contemplating such topics will are foreign and pointless to addicts 

who abstain from recovery, because all their theft and money-making operations become deeply 

engulfed within the criminal life-style.  

13. It’s important or myself to warn the younger addicts who’re never forewarned of the 

tangible dangers about the complications and hardships which manifest from these issues. Prevent 

yourself from further becoming subordinate to these drugs or befall more afflictions. If you allow 

these misfortunes to broaden into other areas of your life, you will unquestionably lament your 

decision’s in the (near) future. 

14. We must always evaluate our intentions. Sometimes this could seem an action we seldom 

perform, because we’ve become obsessed with a continuity of negative impulses. How often do 

we analyze if what we’re doing is truly beneficial to us in the long run? Are the things we say to 

others, always in their best intentions? Will I come to resent what I’m about to do? It’s not always 

clear whether a particular action is proper, without giving further thought into the consequences. 

†{1p} Yet, it’s not essential to for us to evaluate consequences, if we first take a careful look at what 

our motives are.  

15. It’s almost amusing to me, how as human-beings, we can so easily and regularly act the 

fool. This observance of our lifestyle (originally a fast-paced lifestyle, then progressing into the lifestyle of a straight 

junky) that lacks proper evaluation of our actions or other’s intentions is common despite the fact 

this can be individually controlled. During afflictions or moments of uncontrollable stress, we ask 

for the Holy Spirit to expand our knowledge and shine brighter within us; as it captures more of 

our soul, transferring our soul into divine spirit. 

 

 



Society’s ‘corruption’ we mustn’t become overly ‘caught-up’ within                        Ω 

16.  I’ll bring-forth your attention upon, 

if you’re not already aware, some major 

sophistical events in our recent society. 

You should never again be embarrassed at 

needing God to become sober. These 

negative elements of this era are the type of 

lies and/or events which promote a need for 

strong unification. More specifically, a 

strong Christian unification, but I’m more 

focused on displaying a belief in God for 

you to have an outlet from this madness. 

Wherefore, you have something to believe 

in, and a purpose to your life. Additionally, 

to bring recognition upon the ability of a 

personal relationship with the divine, to 

divert attention off modern society. 

Therefore, I’m not sponsoring a political 

view, and someone doesn’t have to be a Christian to benefit from verses/paragraphs 18-44.  

 

17. After the fall of Marxism †{2p} throughout the Soviet Union,  here within America many 

changes were happening as consequence. The core instigators of our culture who now control 

school textbooks, media, and other influential aspects of America that mold the peoples mind into 

the direction of their choice, began to change heavily in the Antichrist’s control. Completely 

eliminating the way of culture throughout American society occurring in the 1980’s and into the 

90’s, as they’d soon begin pushing Zionist/Communist control through an intense progressive-

liberal propaganda campaign nationwide. Hence, destroying unity and making everyone the same, 

but keeping two opposing sides in the morals and values department. (Additionally, Americans would be 

subject to rising vaccines with elevated levels of mercury and other metals, which have no business being added) 

 

nly one generation later, our society depicts millions of brainwashed liberals who are taught 

to arrogantly push their views on everyone. Terms such as homosexual and transgender are 

constantly heard and overly-done. Furthermore, incorrectly timed debates are replacing 

productive elements of society. Why would humans desire or allow such levels (or any levels) of 

counter-productive activity? Apparently, the citizens vote of our democratic process holds no 

weight anymore. Are we to believe the transgender which was elected as a State Legislator in 

Virginia truly received a majority vote? It probably only received 1-2% ! Perhaps, with many 

citizens not paying attention to this position and the transgender’s crew of follower’s supporting 

and voting; it’s possible. There are many brainwashed liberals presently, though far-less than 

portrayed through our media. If this transgender was running for Senator, I’d find it onerous 

 



coming to terms, if hearing results with roughly half the voters supported him or her. Please, put 

aside any person feelings you think I may have towards this individual, because that’s far from my 

point being made here. We don’t come with hate; never. We simply come with support of 

controlling our own destiny. 

19. Additionally, our Promise-Land has millions of other citizens who consider themselves 

more normal, constantly becoming upset at the more liberal-Democrats. Remember, our media 

proclaims there’s far-more, than actually true. Unfortunately, traditionalists were believing this 

deception a decade ago and now it’s commencing into reality. They consistently blame everything 

in society on these liberals; politicians and/or citizens. There are so-called Republicans in office 

who clearly understand what’s occurring and should only be labeled as globalists pawns. Indeed, 

on the flip-side of the liberal brainwashed abide the other brainwashed citizens who label 

themselves as republicans, as they continue becoming furious with the liberals. I once read what 

an investigative-author write, “they’re fed the poison-pill which is to continue blaming the 

Liberals.” …and the globalists continue acting in the shadows. This is a clear depiction of Divide-

and-Conquer inflicted on our citizens. Where two opposite sides fight it out, while a third-force 

controls everything. 

20. The far-left liberals aren’t being prevented from occasionally getting-away with their 

deplorable behavior; like fighting for abnormal sexual views pushed upon our children or signing 

laws against Christianity. Yes, these so-called normal citizens should feel disgusted by some of 

the behavior, but aren’t they contributing to the problem growing at an out of control speed, by 

completely missing the overall picture? By the time realization dawns upon their minds, they’ll be 

enslaved, their country will be controlled by a World Government, and half the population will 

truly be extreme Progressive-Liberals. 

21. Men such as Howie Car and Bill O’Reilly make strong arguments. Many of the statements 

they declare on the air, are words we want to hear and believe in. Notwithstanding, what’s their 

continual solution - which holds no weight and designed to make nada happen ? They deliver you 

the same concoction that’s poison in essence; blame it on the liberals. This being the reason not 

republicans, but New World Order Globalists pay these men millions of dollars each year. (in 

O’Reilly’s case – paid, he’s long been let-go by Fox).  

22. O’Reilly put out a book on Jesus and the Christian ‘registered republican’ citizens and fans 

were delighted. [5g]† Just one issue of concern. This sophistical-literature did exactly what the 

Antichrist’s been on a mission to accomplish. O’Reilly’s book was designed to present Jesus as 

simply a man who performed a mere three-year ministry. Denouncing the Son of God as simply a 

clever man has been their main goal concerning Christ in recent years. Men like-so, are part of the 

Financially-Elite Globalists. (either a Mason/Zionist, or a Luciferian follower working under them). O’Reilly’s 

nothing like you and I, as he’s not only a millionaire, but an extremely greedy man worth tens-of-

millions! He’s the furthest thing from a Christian, so don’t believe his bearing of false-witness; 

Jesus Christs hates this man. 

23. In extreme situations like those taught inside the state of Israel, they’ll teach fabricated 

stories of Jesus as a poor drunk who was fathered by a Roman soldier. We also find this propaganda 



in Hollywood movies such as Risen. Likewise, they advertise it as if it’s for the believers, and 

hopefully these Christians will continue to think these movies are made for Christian enjoyment; 

just slightly non-factual like all Hollywood films.  

24. It also upsets non-Christians in society (via help from media) by portraying society as only 

sympathetic to the one religion of Christianity – when really, they’re not! (this lying is crazy!) See how 

this false-witness lying becomes uncontrollable? The CFR (illuminati) never implement any action 

unless there’s more than one significance or desired effect.           

25. My next evaluation’s merely my own opinion, although, I have reason to strongly believe 

in what I declare. In my opinion, Bill O’Reilly was not the real author of his books. I suppose it 

possible with all his training on Fox News to author these deceitful books himself, but either way, 

he’s a scumbag. I’ll explain why it was so incredibly obvious to me that these books were designed 

to divert the reader’s attention from the truth. They plainly used his name to ensure the books 

reached many people.  

26. The J.F.K. book lacks mentioning of Kennedy’s speech identifying a “worldwide 

monolithic conspiracy” where he continues speaking to denounce the actions of the American 

Press. Nor, does it bring attention to his challenging of the Federal Reserve or Lee Harvey 

Oswald’s (Patsy) connections to the C.I.A. Additionally, it somehow fails to mention that only three-

days post-assault, possibly most well-informed man in the U.S.A. J. Edgar Hoover named G. H.W. 

Bush (Sr.) as the main culprit behind the assassination.  

27. Furthermore, the book withholds from analyzing the death of his son John F. Kennedy Jr; 

and how it’s was claimed  by our media that he allegedly died in a plane crash. The main problem 

I can effortlessly derive from this claim, is the fact which this tragic event occurred after he, as 

well,  uncovered his own thoughts consequential of a life-long investigation. John F. Kennedy Jr.’s 

final analysis also pinned the assassination on Bush. (Thus, his magazine release with the odd title of 

George). 

28. Nonetheless, when adept, we evaluate these innumerable and non-stop lies since 9/11, the 

multitudinous of 1-in-a-million chance events constantly unraveling, and the flooding of heroin 

into Europe and Russia coming from Afghanistan. Whether these non-Christian financial-elites 

are contributing to the destruction of society to eliminate opposition from unity, or they are 

heartlessly destroying lives to become even more rich out of sinful greed, I for one feel ridiculous 

for falling for the antichrist’s drugs.  

 

29. Use the phrases provided throughout this book for reminding you, of your improved 

behavior, so it coincides with the action. 

 Take heed to these verses, from the Knowledge of Truth 

 

                                XXI> Evaluate intentions, wrong actions  prove deadly 

                       

     XXVI> Surveillance should precede salutation 



 

 

31. We aren’t willing to be subordinate, to societies rules and its’ norm. Therefore, we’ve 

chosen to be subordinate to these drugs and/or other harmful measures if society. Whereupon, 

we’ve confirmed it eludes us, to evaluate questionable behavior correctly and beforehand. The 

next best thing we can consummate, is to look-back and observe our mistakes, while seeking 

improvements. 

32. They way in which we conquer the fear of being below something/someone while subject 

to their rules, is we choose to be subordinate to nobody, except God. This is an act of servitude, 

where we can display pride, in a proud manner. When listening to God, we’ll be shown that He 

wants us to follow the law. That He supports our behavior, when referring to the following of rules 

and regulations. Although, in our broken and treacherous society there will remain a variety of 

circumstances that conflict with the word of God. In these situations, He teaches us to be humble, 

and supplies us with prayer, shinning His grace upon us.  

33. With greater experience and further knowledge, the answers will come. Redemption will 

also arive, but showing itself in a more humble manner of which we’re previously accustomed to, 

however, ever so powerful it is. [2:9]  When you evaluate any element of your life, any decisions, 

or elements of society: just guide your thoughts and decision-making while maintaining 

recognition of the One watching over you. 

 

34.  [29:2] 

 

 

35. With the grace of God, anything becomes possible. I endured suffering from all the 

situations mentioned in verses 7:5-8 and a numerosity of more. Verily, following my first major 

attempt to become sober, it took me another eight deplorable years to consummate complete 

sobriety (then another 18months clean before I finally declared myself sober). Because of my own mistakes, there 

were many elements of society that were so ‘stacked’ against me, and they continually broke my 

will. Eventually, my revival in a fully consecrated belief in the Holy Trinity was the only thing 

that gave me enough strength, accompanied with other blessings that caused things to retrogress 

into place for me. 

Father

SpiritSon



 

 

 

36.   2 Corinthians 4:8  We are hard-pressed on every side, yet not crushed; we are 

perplexed, but not in despair; persecuted, but not forsaken; struck down, but not destroyed 

 

  

37. I was granted an unbreakable belief 

system from the Most-High. Honestly, 

there continued an incursion of negative 

events and bad-luck in my life; only now, 

it didn’t bother me. I was blissful. 

Society’s based upon lies itself, so I am I 

going to allow them to place a negative 

label upon me? Rather this new light 

(carrying God’s intellect) would shine upon. l 

myself back into the correct world, the 

correct state of mind; a state of bliss. 

38. He also cleared my old-way of 

thinking. He bestowed within me an 

entirely redesigned thought-process in the 

most positive of ways. I’d seek being part 

of something and felt ridiculous, because 

the powers that be got exactly what they wanted, as I fell for these drugs they make sure reach our 

communities. Who’s they? The people that most Americans incorrectly trust to protect them. (or at 

least, most the baby-boomer generation still believe in and the young generation are too busy to care or take notice). 

39. Via, Veritas, Vita: In the glossary, I’ve supplied references of veritas or sources for 

direction to search for truth. In contrast, how much do I really know is true, besides that of God? 

I’m not even sure what I think about drug-trafficking, agencies like the C.I.A. who’ve already been 

publicly caught once in L.A. for supplying large amounts of cocaine to the black community. Then 

busted again, for the Iran-Contra scandal who Reagan said was headed by George W. Bush and he 

was importing huge amounts of cocaine into the United States. †{3p} 

40. More recently, we’re given evidence of massive opium fields in Afghanistan, taken-over 

by the C.I.A. and U.S. Marines. This occurred (just part-of story) after the most heavily defended air-

space in the world had three planes fly wildly off course for over an hour undetected, then 

somehow in N.Y.C; these two of these planes annihilated three World Trade Center buildings. 

(which’s impossible, planes can’t penetrate steel). As a result, of this most sophisticated attack in U.S. history, 

Americans were searching for the main perpetrator, insides caves throughout one of the most 

remote places on earth. 



41. Wow, what  good fortune for the greedy and corrupt. This seems like the perfect 

opportunistic event to install a primarily Rothchild-owned, (debt-based system) National Bank. (the 

world’s 188th). Afterwards, to maximize on this luck, this would be a superb opportunity to flood the 

world with heroin, by increasing production in Afghanistan 800-1,000%, wouldn’t it be? It was truly 

proficient President Bush launch Blue Sky Paper which just happened to send troops into 

Afghanistan (of all places) earlier the same year in the spring before the attack. (9/11). 

42. Furthermore, these marines weren’t the most important soldiers on the ground or in the 

sky. As an alternative, an abundance of paid mercenaries were utilized for this war. Even marines 

get resupplied by single-engine aircraft, operated by paid-contractors, who performed innumerable 

fly-overs while releasing the requested supplies. Obviously, this country is filled with private 

aircraft for the drug-trade. Even better is, when these aircraft return to the Americas they don’t 

have to be inspected, like the military transports. 

43. I could only envision the full-extent of reprehensible implementations involved, referring 

to the international drug-trade. But then again, what do I know? I’m simply motivating others to 

act upon their own research and endorse the defense of their own-beings. I oblige to warn addicts 

in recovery to dismiss over-thinking in this area. To avoid over-attention, particularly, in early-

recovery.  

44. If your cerebration becomes dominated with negative aspects of humanity and replaces the 

desire of a positive speculation, then you must immediately return to your personal relationship 

with the Lord. Remain there for some time, and when you’re ready to implement more sociology 

into your life, remember to always keep with God. You’ll realize there’s many aspects of recovery, 

including helping others in recovery, as the Spirit guides you within your comfort realm. 

 

45. Opening our eyes to our world around us, can inspire great motivation to improve ourselves 

and our loved ones. This is a brand-new aspect of recovery, one of which inspires animosity for 

these once beloved drugs and delivers a lifetime of happiness. It can deliver the confidence of 

knowing you’ll never retrogress in your recovery. Many perceived they were outlaws, receiving 

drugs from hardened criminals who ultimately obtain these illegal substances from hardcore 

traffickers and organized crime networks. Albeit, true to a point, don’t be deceived. 

46. I do know I’d like to raise Christian children and teach them to withhold placing their hands 

on the enemy’s drugs. It’s upsetting to observe subhuman-people in this world, trying incredibly 

hard to destroys others, typically Christians. The devil is certainly present in these callous people. 

Use this for motivation, to acquire and maintain sobriety into your life. Don’t fall victim to people 

who don’t like you in the first place. 

47. As you move forward if you stay highly connected Spiritually, while integrating yourself 

back into society: this would be the most highly recommended method of approach and most 

promising for you. However, if you’re still in the beginning of recovery, then you don’t have to 

make that a definite goal right now. Besides, I’m not trying to bullshit you here. Our affiliation 

with God doesn’t always help us with everything involving our manmade society, merely the 



majority, but He always delivers assistance during times of high distress when you’re a believer. 

This could persist into the one thing which prevents you from going over the edge. God won’t 

allow you to give-up, you’re now less likely to run off and get high. The Holy Spirit sustains you 

from stealing in order to get high, or shelters you to prevent you from harming yourself, when very 

depressed. 

 

48.   2 Corinthians 4:16-18      So we do not lose heart. Though our outer self is wasting away, 

our inner self is being renewed day by day. For this light momentary affliction is preparing for us 

an eternal weight of glory beyond all comparison, as we look not to the things that are seen but to 

the things that are unseen. For the things that are seen are transient, but the things that are unseen 

are eternal. 

 

49. Recollect to remain patient and trust in His timing. Realize how patient God has been while 

waiting for you, but He still offers His love and grace to you. If you shall beseech true union with 

God, then you’re ready to learn the definitive true meaning: to the word love, or agape. [6g]† 

50. Prevent dwelling in the past: This was a big obstacle of mine, which I struggled to 

overcome. It took years for me to end this behavior of making excuses, because I never actually 

realized that I was making excuses. I would simply state facts concerning measures in society I 

could no longer take advantage of. During the commencement period of my adult life, seemingly 

to me, people would fittingly hand me opportunities and money. Companies desired me to work 

for them and become part of their business.  

51. Having that mentioned, it did also seem more effortless to obtain employment in the late 

90’s/early 2000’s, or at least, where I’m from. When I began working at age seventeen, my friends 

and I would visit companies who weren’t even advertising, they were hiring. After asking for work, 

we’d receive the job with minimal questions or paperwork. I was trained in trades, which I had no 

experience in, nor anything promising on a resume that hinted towards me being a proper candidate 

to train for the position.  

52. I ruined those opportunities that I was given, including my CDL class A license, (obtained 

without schooling), and nowadays it’s unfortunate those opportunities are fading away. You'll be 

lucky to get a minimum wage paying job if you comprise a history involving drugs, or criminal 

arrests. 

53. The early adult-life opportunities will be enormously complicated to repossess, if 

performed incorrectly during this period. I was given bank loans and credit cards. When at twenty-

one years of age, I walked out of a bank with five-thousand dollars in hand. Absolutely, did I not, 

have intention of ever making one single payment in recompense to the loan. What were they 

going to do about it? Beat me up, I don’t think so. Likewise, if that truly was the way things 

worked, I wished it was, and welcomed the challenge. Three-thousand dollars for a new apartment. 

Two-thousand on cocaine and booze. The money was gone in one weekend. More than that, I was 



kicked out the apartment within only a few months, anyhow. I believe I still get contacted over 

that money, every now and then to this day.  

54. Occasionally, a collection agency will get-hold of one of my many new addresses or phone 

numbers. Many will fade away into the dust, but this one just won’t go-away. Albeit, it’s been a 

couple years since I’ve last been contacted. (by them). I still owe that money to this day, and with 

outstanding interest I assume. Typically, the absurd amounts of interest that companies demand, 

seals their fate. Meaning: this confirms the fact, that we’ll dismiss entertaining the thought of ever 

making an attempt, to reimburse them. 

55. Bringing forth further remembrance of my personal experience, I recall meeting a 

gentleman who I was paying and signing lease-paperwork, for a new townhouse (new to me) which I 

was excited to move into. †{4p} Being cheaper than living in my hometown and closer to my 

employment, just another perfect opportunity which blindly occurred in the past. In my early 

twenties, I was not only working (high) fifty to sixty hours per week, I had my first job where those 

hours would pay me closer to six figures, amid my goal of fifty grand. 

56. Upon my arrival bringing first, last, and security in compliancy with their policy. I brought 

the loot in cash, in accordance to what I had already discussed over the phone. Upon attempting to 

hand-over this money to the man, this man then proceeds to explain, “Mr. Prario, your credit check 

came back fantastic, and they no longer desire a security deposit from you”.  Just like that, an 

unheralded thousand dollars went back into my wallet. I lack remembrance, but with that cash in 

my wallet, it certainly became carelessly spent, spent fast, and 90% on coke, booze and whores. 

 

ow, later in life when I should’ve been joyful in recovery, I’d think and dwell on the past. 

I’d contemplate without pause, specifically nonstop about the now, tens-of-thousands of 

dollars I was in debt. Forcing upon myself, a now forthwith committal of a full security 

deposit, but only if I searched painfully and thoroughly enough to find someone willing to 

agree renting out to myself. Car loans with payments, became nonexistent in my life. I’d now need 

the full amount, but how was I to accomplish this after losing my career.  

58. There I was, being forced to perform, and complete heightened level of arduous work 

compared to before, each and every day. Coupled with the fact, I was making less than half my 

prior incoming. Indeed, I was now to bring home substantially less money, while the need to 

acquire substantially more had befallen me. This only contributed to my depression and loss for 

any appreciation of life. These parts of your tangible (societal) life are never spoken of in recovery 

programs. It’s true during early recovery we must primarily focus on overcoming our personal 

battle with the drug/s. Nonetheless, these elements of recovery must be thoroughly warned to all, 

and certainly the individuals depressed who believe things cannot get worse.  

59. For if they fail to realize the seriousness of this matter or fail to believe things can become 

worse both in their addiction and after their addiction, they may never live a blissful life again.  

60. It's dreadfully sad, when we finally realize how much damage we were inflicting upon 

ourselves. Throughout many cases, all with damaging-affects, it minimally affected others. (not 

 



considering love to-or-from family). Whence battling through dope-sickness or other sufferings, as a result 

of our behavior, we assume our actions were only violent and punishing towards ourselves. To 

make matters worse, this theory then reveals itself as untrue, because on top of everything an addict 

must go through to get themselves clean/sober, when in recovery society begins punishing the 

addicts. A result from addicts who thought not of or dismissed rules and regulations while using. 

Many individuals begin their sober-life locked-up or in another undesirable location. The addicts 

with criminal records, must truthfully warn the newcomers of the onslaught of anguish tenured in 

their future; resulting in many years of deplorable living, featuring depressive hardships. 

61. I declare my revelation is nothing but truth. When I state it was only the moment when I 

turned myself over to God, did I regain a genuine purpose and began living again. Before this 

transpiration, I was steadfast in every secular method, corporate or state program, or liberally-

designed program available. One cannot be stuck with pessimism when it’s optimism they need 

for survival, but how can we accomplish this if we don’t possess any strong beliefs? Not only 

beliefs, but assistance in times when alone, or from within when around others. 

62. You need to have positive language emerging from your mouth whenever speaking. This 

obviously becomes easier to achieve, when in the presence of optimistic people. We become in 

dire need, of other individuals who use constructive speech patterns. Simply hearing their speech 

patterns, will influence positive actions in your daily routines. You will immediately display (at 

least) a small quantity of positive thought, speech, and behavior. Even if this only comes about in 

you, between negative actions taking place, it remains a positive aspect of your behavior.  

63. Attempt minor goals initially, even if they consist of ridiculousness, to the like of sitting 

straight up in a chair. That might be nonsense to you, on the other hand, if you’ve lost your dignity 

and virtue, it might be just what you need. We encourage beginning with small goals to avoid 

disappointments, and because these small goals allow you to accomplish more, on almost a daily 

occurrence. 

                  end of passage 

 

†{1p}   Evaluating consequences and what’s best for us→ We cannot properly analyze what’s best for our future when 

addicted to heroin. While dope-sick in need of more heroin, just in order to call, make it to, and check into a rehab, 

we need to get high first. While dope-sick, we’re not thinking clearly and cannot protect ourselves. In these 

circumstances anything can happen. Therefore, the addict’s convinced they need to get high first, to accomplish 

anything; even when referring to more positive things like getting clean. Thus, an addict must realize how blessed 

they are to get away from this continual path of failure and placed in recovery. As noted earlier, take full-advantage 

of your recovery situations., 

†{2p} The word/name Marxism originates from Karl Marx, son of a Rabbi who was describing how to 

accomplish worldwide Zionism in his book, ‘The Communist Manifesto’. This way of life is disguised in 

virtue of being referred to as Communism or Marxism. 

†{3p} This banned from the public video can be found on YouTube, etcetera. While campaigning for 

presidency, Reagan was asked in an interview, if he was considered George Bush, who was the current 

head of the C.I.A. to possibly be his running mate as Vice President. This was the opportunity Reagan took, 

to place blame directly on Bush for the inflowing drugs into the U.S; resulting from of the Iran-Contra 



scandal. After being forced* upon Reagan as his Vice President, only two months into his presidency, an 

assassination-attempt on Reagan left him hospitalized with a bullet lodge only millimeters away from his 

heart.  

 Reagan, however, makes a full-recovery, but Bush becomes heavily entangled in corruption. 

Reagan’s first documented act, was to sign new laws into effect, granting the Vice President greater-powers. 

Alarmingly, to his peers, Bush publicly labels his goal on more than one occasion when delivering speeches, 

(also on YouTube) as a New World Order. It’s believed this openness, among other things of course, caused 

Bush to have less support for a second term. (much can be discovered - redeemingtruth.com). 

†{4p} Closer and cheaper – is a pure and perfect example of opportunities all completely taken-away 

from my life, because initially I paid a portion-of, only some bills, (still enough cash going to drugs to cause these 

problems), and eventually all my income would be used for drugs. Thereafter, as the career jobs would come 

to pass, no income would be produced by legally working neither; and it remained this way for a long time. 

 †                      end of passage 

 

 

 

 

 


